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We, NEC, aim to be a leading company in the Circular Economy by 2030, creating
new digital services regardless of national borders, in order to realize a brighter,
more hopeful life and society, and to lead to a sustainable future.

We at NEC decided to build a brand-new, valuable global ecosystem of logistics. This
utilizes our ICT asset for digital forwarding to relieve the current boiling point of the
logistics industry.
We conducted a focus-group interview with the internal owners of this challenge at
the start of our FORTH project. For our logistics project this established the making
of an innovation assignment. And it built our team capability for efficient innovation.
It also works very well for the FORTH project team.

To strike a good balance of making an innovation assignment expeditious - so many
Japanese top managements complain of being busy, busy, busy...! - and to
strengthen our core team members‘ innovation capability, I invented a new way to
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"Futurecasting Market Intelligence Division" has now defined the Circular Economy
as one of their key pillars from 2020. Some FORTH project members are assigned to
this new mission in that new organization and participating actively in the field.

We created 6 mini business cases from fine-tuned concepts. The team collaborated
with an external design firm to convene all concepts as a unified vision. It is a very
ambitious activity and comes to fruition as “& Trust” pilot of our digital forwarding
services.
After “HOMECOMING”, the FORTH team disbanded, as planned, passing the work to
another team which has organized and inherited the project.

